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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

RECAP FROM THE PREVIOUS EPISODE

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Includes Nichael

and Marriet coming on board of the Water Quail.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Our hero’s introduction into the

Questful Quails has concluded.

Nichael and Marriet meeting Yoon, Maymay, Cocon, Fank and

Fully.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Meeting his new friends on board of

the Water Quail.

Then Nichael and Marriet meets Munchy and Skinny Guy.

NARRATOR (V.O)

They even meet the other guild

members of the traveling guild.

Nichael and Marriet meeting, Dr.Rora Checkers, Cookie,

Arrow, and Ms. Moony Bloomy.

NARRATOR (V.O)

And meeting the staff of the guild.

The Questful Quail ship BLOWS it’s HORN and it goes off

against the docks and sail away along with the other

traveling guild ships.

NARRATOR (V.O)

And now his journey begins for the

search for the crown.

END OF RECAP

CUT TO

INT. THE FRIGHTFUL 50’S LAIR

The door to the Frightful 50s lair OPENS and a WHITE LIGHT

comes into the room.

NARRATOR (V.O)

But his journey starts on a rocky

beginning.

(CONTINUED)
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Vermin walks into the lair with an evil smile on his face.

VENIM

Hey guys, we are going to attack

the Water Quail.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

FADE IN

INT. THE WATER QUAIL DINING ROOM MOVING

CLASSICAL GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the dining room

Nichael, Marriet, Lolo, Yoon, Maymay, Fully, Fank and Cocon

are sitting at the table.

Munchy walks out from the kitchen door with a plate of

welcome snacks for the new guild members.

MUNCHY MONS

Here you go my new friends.

Munchy puts the plate of snacks onto the table. The snacks

are fried octopus tenticles on crackers.

MUNCHY MONS (O.S)

Here you go a sweet treat from

Jamjan.

Nichael, MArriet, Lolo, Fully, Fank, Yoon, Maymay and Cocon

all have confused and questionable looks on their faces

while looking at the welcome snacks that Munchy brought out.

NICHAEL SPINE

Dude what is this?

MARRIET OHMS

It looks like fried octopus

tenticles on crackers.

Lolo picks up 1 of the snacks and eats it. He smiles after

eating the snack.

LOLO

Hey this is so good....I like it.

(CONTINUED)
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MUNCHY MONS

At least someone likes it.

Then Maymay picks up a snack from the plate.

MAYMAY RIDER

I ate worse then this.

Maymay eats the snack as Marriet is groused out from her

eating the snack.

LEE DAR

Now that we are all here, it’s time

for the tour of the ship. You have

to know where you’ll be staying for

a while.

CUT TO

INT. THE WATER QUAIL KITCHEN

HAPPY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the kitchen

Munchy is stirring some soup he made in a big pot. Lee takes

the new guild members into the kitchen.

LEE DAR

You guys already know that the

kitchen is connected to the dinning

room right? Well, there is a door

next to the window to the kitchen.

Munchy sees them and cover his soup pot so they won’t know

what’s for dinner.

MUNCHY MONS

Hey, hey don’t you look, dinner is

a surprise.

LEE DAR

Sorry Munchy.

CUT TO

INT. THE WATER QUAIL DOCTOR’S OFFICE.

Then they enter into the ship’s doctor’s office where there

are several cabinets, 10 beds and a desk, where Dr. Rora

Checkers is doing paperwork up at her desk.

(CONTINUED)
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LEE DAR

This is the ship’s Doctor’s office.

DR. RORA CHECKERS

(to Cocon)

Cocon I have some paperwork you

need to fill out for me.

COCON SMORE

OK.

Cocon squeezes her way through Lolo and Yoon, but suddenly

she made them fall to the floor with her.

YOON STARLIGHT

(to Cocon)

Seriously Cocon, you should’ve said

excuse me.

COCON SMORE

Sorry.

CUT TO

INT. THE WATER QUAIL ENGINE ROOM BASEMENT

In the engine room of the Water Quail Robit is inspecting

the pipes and engine in the engine room, making sure

everything is alright.

Lee and the others walk into the engine room. Robit panics

and turns his back away from the engine of the engine

room protecting it from the others.

ROBIT CORE

Hey, hey, hey step back away from

the engine. This is the only engine

on board and I don’t want any of

you to wreck it.

LEE DAR

Robit I am just showing everyone

around here.

ROBIT CORE

Alright. After the tour of the

ship, I need all of the new members

down here how to fix an engine

whenever I am not here.

CUT TO



5.

INT. THE WATER QUAIL BEDROOM

Lee Dar OPENS 1 of the doors to 1 of the bedrooms on the

Water Quail.

LEE DAR

Here we have 1 of the bedrooms you

will be sharing.

YOON STARLIGHT

(ask)

What do you mean sharing?

LEE DAR

You see we don’t have enough rooms

on the ship right now for your own

rooms, so you will be sharing.

Nichael, Fully and Fank will share

this room, Lolo, Chancer and Yoon

you will be sharing a room with

Skinny.

LOLO

(to Yoon)

I call top bunk I don’t want your

dirt to fall on me while I am

sleeping.

YOON STARLIGHT

(to Lolo)

Hey I am not that dirty.

MARRIET OHMS

(to Maymay and Cocon)

I guess we will be sharing a room

also.

MAYMAY RIDER

Might as well. By the way I snore.

COCON SMORE

Girls don’t snore?

MAYMAY RIDER

I do and you better wears earplugs

while you are sleeping.

CUT TO
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INT. THE WATER QUAIL BRIDGE

Then Lee Dar and the others walk into the bridge of the ship

where Arrow is steering the ship.

LEE DAR

And some of you know where the

bridge is. The bridge is the

literal head of the ship.

ARROW COMPASS

(to the others)

Hey guys I got some good news, we

will be arriving at our first

destination Wawewe.

NICHAEL SPINE

What what what?

YOON STARLIGHT

(to Nichael )

She said Wawewe.

CHANCER CHALLENGER

(smiles)

Ha!! Wewe.

CUT TO

INT. THE WATER QUAIL BATHROOM

Lee Dar and the others enter into 1 of the bathrooms on the

ship.

LEE DAR

Here are 1 of the bathrooms on the

Water Quails.

The Bathroom has 4 sinks, 3 bathtubs, 4 showers and 3

stalls.

LEE DAR (O.S)

Mainly this is the mens’ bathroom

the ladies is right next door.

CHANCER CHALLENGER

Oh thank goodness...Excuse me for a

minute.

Chancer walks out from the mens’ bathroom and walk next door

to the ladies’ room.

(CONTINUED)
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MARRIET OHMS

(shouts to Chancer)

Chancer that’s the ladies room.

You’re not a lady.

CHANCER CHALLENGER (O.S)

Hey this is really nice in here.

CUT TO

INT. THE WATER QUAIL CLASSROOM

Lee and the others enter into the Water Quail’s Classroom

where Ms Moony Bloomy is writing notes onto the chalkboard,

while Cookie is sitting on her desk.

LEE DAR

Here in, this is the Water Quail’s

classroom.

Ms.Moony Bloomy and Cookie turns their attention to the

younger members of the guild.

MS. MOONY BLOOMY

(to the students)

Good you guys made it your way to

the classroom.

COOKIE

Ms Bloomy wrote got today’s lesson

all set up.

NICHAEL SPINE

(ask)

What are you talking about?

MS. MOONY BLOOMY

I mean it’s class time. You need

education while you are in the

guild.

In the classroom are 10 desks, a big bookcase full of books,

school samples and chalk.

NICHAEL SPINE

I think having a classroom here is

really silly.

MS. MOONY BLOOMY

Well with a good education will

make you King of the World someday.

(CONTINUED)
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NICHAEL SPINE

(excited)

Sweet!!!

Nichael ZOOMS to the middle desk in the front row of the

classroom with a big smile on his face.

SKINNY GUY (O.S)

Um guys we have some couple and not

the good kind.

CUT TO

EXT. THE WATER QUAIL WALKWAY BALCONY DAYTIME

Skinny Guy is on the walkway balcony. The others exit out

from the classroom and look over the waters.

MS. MOONY BLOOMY

What is it?

In the distances is a large old rusty container ship with a

strange flag at the top of the flagpole.

MAYMAY RIDER (O.S)

It’s some type of ship...But who’s

on board?

CHANCER CHALLENGER

Maybe it could be pirates?

DODGER LONE (V.O)

(Nichael’s mind)

Nichael are you there?

NICHAEL SPINE

(confused)

Dodger is that you?

Everyone else looks at Nichael who is talking to himself.

DODGER LONE (V.O)

Yes it’s me. I am using my magic to

send you a message.

MARRIET OHMS

I can hear you too.

Suddenly all of the other members of the Questful Quails

hear Dodger’s voice from their minds.

Munchy freaks out by Dodger’s magic.

(CONTINUED)
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MUNCHY MONS

OK this is totally freaky I can

hear you now. Did you use some type

of shrinking magic to enter into

our brains?

DODGER LONE (V.O)

No I am not. I am using my psychic

magic on you guys...Anyway my guild

and I are captured by the Frightful

50 and we are all locked up inside

of their ship.

YOON STARLIGHT

(ask)

You mean the container ship we are

looking at in the distance?

DODGER LONE (V.O)

Yes that one. We are in the holding

cell, so please help us get out of

here.

LEE DAR

Don’t worry we are on our way.

Suddenly a GIANT SNAKE comes out from the water and ROARS at

the Questful Quails. THRILLING SUSPENSEFUL CLASSICAL MUSIC

IN THE BACKGROUND. The Giant snake strikes down onto the

boat.

Skinny Guy uses his super strength to catch the giant snake

and pushes back at it.

SKINNY GUY

Looks like 1 of the Frightful 50

has snake magic powers.

MARRIET OHMS

Wait did you say snake magic?

NICHAEL SPINE

So that must be Venim.

YOON STARLIGHT

(ask)

Who’s he?

NICHAEL SPINE

He’s this freak who we’ve

encountered with Dodger while we

are at the Nobletin country fair.

(CONTINUED)
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MARRIET OHMS

He is pure evil.

Suddenly KNOCK OUT GAS comes out from the mouth of the giant

snake and hits the Questful Quails. The Questful Quails get

all dizzy and collapse on the deck.

Arrow comes out from the bridge of the ship to see what’s

going on. She walks to the others and see that the others

are all fainted.

ARROW COMPASS

What did I miss?

Suddenly she feels dizzy and collapse onto the deck.

END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 2

FADE TO

INT. THE FRIGHTFUL 50’S SHIP BASEMENT

THRILLING SUSPENSEFUL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In

the basement of the Frightful 50’s ship, Nichael slowly

wakes up from being knocked out by the knockout gas from the

giant snake earlier.

Nichael stands up from the cold floor. The others all wake

up from being knocked out by the gas and wondering where

they are.

DODGER LONE (O.S)

You guys got captured too?

Nichael and the other Questful Quails notice Dodger, Sir Zic

Major, Zoppy Huge, Andrea Nooks and Loppy Buttersticks are

in the same cell as they are.

SIR ZIC MAJOR

Because we got captured first.

FULLY BLASTER

Yes we got captured too.

FANK BLASTER

Is this the Frightful 50’s ship?

(CONTINUED)
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ZOPPY HUGE

It is. We try our magic to break

out from the cage, but no use.

ANDREA NOOKS

Even bribery them to free us, but

that didn’t work either.

DODGER LONE

(to Nichael and Marriet)

By the way these are some of my

guild mates. You remembered Zoppy

and Sir Zic Major right? And here

is Andrea and Loppy.

MARRIET OHMS

It’s really nice to meet. And it’s

nice to see you again Sir Zic.

LOPPY BUTTERSTICKS

(smiles)

Thanks it’s really nice to meet you

guys too.

SIR ZIC MAJOR

And it’s very nice to see you again

too.

VENIM (O.S)

Sorry to interrupt your

introduction to each other, but you

guys are our prisoners.

Venim and 4 other members of the Frightful 50 TODO in his

20s serious, loud, edgy, has 4 eyes, a long tong and pointy

ears. EYEON in his 40s silent, speechless, dangerous, has 1

big eye and has pointy ears. DEASTRA 10 years old, deadly,

cute, psycho, has short orange hair and green eyes. And

NIDMIGHT 15 years old sassy, shy, scared, has curly purple

hair and green eyes all walk out from the shadows.

DODGER LONE

Venim!!!

VENIM

Welcome aboard the ship of the

Frightful 50.

Marriet looks confused seeing that there are only 5 members

on board.

(CONTINUED)
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MARRIET OHMS

But there are only 5 of you.

VENIM

The other 45 are back at our lair.

ARROW COMPASS

Well that explains their absents.

CHANCER CHALLENGER

But what about the ship. It looks

like an old container ship.

TODO

That’s why we brought it online for

free. So it’s ours now.

VENIM

Anyway now that you’re here, we are

going to take over your ships.

ROBIT CORE

Don’t you dare ruin my engineer

room. I just got it cleaned.

Venim and the others walk away from the Questful Quails and

the Golden Griffins who are in the cage. Robit puts his

hands onto the bars of the cell and SHAKES them, trying to

get out of the cage.

DODGER LONE

No use sir, I tried and it failed.

MARRIET OHMS

Wait...What about Nichael’s magic

powers?

Dodger has a disagreeable look on his face knowing that

Nichael’s powers won’t work.

MAYMAY RIDER

What about them?

MARRIET OHMS

I think his magic will work on his

magic cage.

LEE DAR

It could work. Let’s give it a try.

YOON STARLIGHT

Any magic power trying to break out

from this cage won’t work.

(CONTINUED)
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NICHAEL SPINE

Hey come on!!! I can try to break

us out of here!!!

YOON STARLIGHT

It won’t work.

MS. MOONY BLOOMY

If you do I will give you an A.

NICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

I’m all over it.

Nichael makes his wand APPEAR out from his hand and raise it

into the air. His wand SHINES GREEN.

NICHAEL SPINE

Escapise-O-Make it!!!

Nichael uses his magic to DESTROY the cage that he and the

others are in, breaking them free from the cage.

DR. RORA CHECKERS

Wow... I guess Nichael’s powers can

break us free.

NICHAEL SPINE

(amazed)

I know right.

MARRIET OHMS

I think from the wishing well your

powers you wished are powerful.

DODGER LONE (V.O)

I got to get my powers more

powerful then his powers.

DODGER LONE

Now that we are free let’s take

down these jerks.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Yoon uses the dirt

on his body and uses his CLAY MOLDING MAGIC to FORM it into

a CLUB. Maymay uses her MAGIC to make her butter knife

sword to APPEAR in front of her. She gets it and welds it.

MARRIET OHMS

(ask)

Is that a giant butter knife?

(CONTINUED)
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MAYMAY RIDER

Yes it is.

They all run out of the basement of the container ship and

run onto the main deck.

CUT TO

EXT THE FRIGHTFUL 50’S CONTAINER SHIP MAIN DECK SUNNY

The Questful Quails and the Golden Griffins run onto the

ship, where the main deck is stocked with shipping

containers.

Then suddenly Venim, Todo, Eyeon, Deastra and Nidmight

appear out from behind the chipping containers and surround

them.

NICHAEL SPINE

You’re screwed Venim, because there

are a lot of us and less of you.

VENIM

Time to even the odds.

(to Eyeon and Deastra)

Eyeon, Deastra if you don’t mind to

give us some backup.

Eyeon closes her eye and OPENS it up again causing a FLASH

of LIGHT to come out from her eye and makes SHADOWY FIGURES

to APPEAR out from her eye.

Deastra raises her teddy bear in the air.

ROBIT CORE

A Teddy Bear? What’s it going to do

say "I love you"?

DEASTRA

Nope, it’s going to crush.

MUNCHY MONS

Crush us with cuddling?

DEASTRA

Oh yes he is going to cuddle you to

death.

Munchy and Robit both LAUGH at what DEastra said. Deastra

hugs her teddy bear causing it to GLOW PURPLE and it GROWS

BIGGER and MORPHS into a MONSTER BEAR. THe Monster Bear

ROARS at them and Munchy and Robit look scared by the

Monster Bear.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBIT CORE

I need to change my jumpsuit.

The Monster Bear ROARS at them and throws a claw swing at

them. Suddenly Skinny Guy leaps in front of them and catches

the Monster Bear’s arm. He throws the Monster Bear onto the

floor. Robit and Munchy are surprise and relief that Skinny

Guy saved them.

ROBIT CORE

Oh thank goodness you saved us.

SKINNY GUY

You guys are welcome

Nichael TRANSFORMS his club wand into a sword and goes into

his fighting stances. Maymay runs pass him and swings her

butter knife sword at the Shadowy Figures. The Shadowy

Figures get hit by the butter knife sword and causing them

to DISAPPEAR.

She then LAUNCHES herself in the air with the help from her

butter knife sword and throws a kick at an incoming shadowy

figure hitting him and causing it to DISAPPEAR. Maymay then

swings her butter knife sword upward in the air causing it

to cut another Shadowy Figure in half and causing it to

DISAPPEAR.

Fully FIRES LASERS out from his fingers at the incoming

Shadowy figures. He then kicks a LASER out from his foot and

kicks another LASER out from his other foot at the shadowy

figure causing it to DISAPPEAR. Suddenly he notice Fank

surrounded by Shadowy Figures. He leaps in front of him and

FIRES LASERS out from his butt at the Shadowy Figures

causing them to DISAPPEAR. Fank is pleased with Fully saving

him and smiles at him.

NICHAEL SPINE

(shouts)

Wave Fire!!!

Nichael swings his sword causing FIRE to come out from it

and hitting the shadowy figures causing them to DISAPPEAR.

Nichael’s sword then GLOWS GREEN and he STABS it onto the

metal ground of the ship.

NICHAEL SPINE

(shouts)

Sprout out!!!

GREEN GLOWING ROOTS BREAK out from the metal ground of the

ship and they grab the shadowy figures causing them to

DISAPPEAR. Nidmight comes up from behind Nichael, she FIRES

PURPLE ENERGY out from her head at Nichael.

(CONTINUED)
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NIDMIGHT

(shouts)

Hair Energy!!!

Suddenly Dodger leaps down from the top of the shipping

container and lands on the floor of the ship. His wand GLOWS

WHITE and causing an ENERGY SHIELD to come out from his

wand.

DODGER LONE

Energy absorb!!!

The Purple Energy is being SUCKED into the energy shield.

Dodger taps his wand onto his arm and causing his body to

GLOW.

DODGER LONE

(shout)

Copy Force!!!

Dodger FIRES PURPLE ENERGY out from his head back at

Nidmight. She gets hit by the energy blast and SKIDS on the

metal floor of the ship.

NIDMIGHT

Wow....that...was...Amazing.

NICHAEL SPINE

(to Dodger)

Thanks for saving the Future King

of the World Dodger.

Dodger smiles at Nichael. Dodger then LAUGHS at Nichael of

what he had to say. Nichael seems to be confused.

NICHAEL SPINE

What’s so funny?

DODGER LONE

You’re not going to be King of the

world. I am.

NIDMIGHT

Well...That...will make

you...both...rivals then.

NICHAEL SPINE

Noway we are still friends.

DODGER LONE

Yeah about that....I’m going to be

Future King of the World first.

(CONTINUED)
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Nidmight smiles at that idea, and think that they are now

rivals.

NIDMIGHT

Well you guys better get going to

fight the crown. You guys are in a

rivaly.

DODGER

Aren’t we fighting you?

NIDMIGHT

Oh yeah forgot about that.

Nidmight becomes nervous and covers her face. She revels her

face again and is TURNS into a dragon face. Nichael and

Dodger both freak at her face’s transformation.

NIDMIGHT

Dragon Breath!!!

Nidmight BREATHS FIRE out from her mouth at them, but

Nichael and Dodger both dodge the attack. Dodger points his

wand at Nidmight and FIRES WATER out from his wand.

DODGER LONE

(shouts)

Waterspout!!!

Nidmight gets hit by the water and SLAMS against the

shipping container. Dodger throws a punch at Nidmight, but

she dodges the punch, causing Dodger to hit the shipping

container. Nidmight BLAST BLACK FOG out from her hands at

Dodger.

NIDMIGHT

Back might!!!

Dodger gets hit by the Black fog and SKIDS on the deck.

Deastra’s teddy bear monster lifts up a shipping container

and throws it down onto Lee Dar. Lee Dar raises his staff in

the air and it GLOWS GOLD.

LEE DAR

Half slice!!!

Lee Dar uses his staff to SLICE the shipping container in

half and causing the 2 halves to SPLASH into the ocean.

LEE DAR

(to Deastra)

A Little girl like you is using

magic for an evil thing. That is a

very bad thing.

(CONTINUED)
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DEASTRA

(angry)

I LIKE IT OLD MAN!!!

Deastra throws buttons out from her pocket and onto the deck

of the ship. The buttons GROW into more monster teddy

bears. Lee raises his staff in the air again and causing it

to GLOW.

LEE DAR

Solid Stone!!!

Suddenly the monster teddy bears TURN into STONE. He TAPS

his staff on the deck causing the stone statues of the

monster teddy bears to BURST into millions of piece.

Deastra gets mad from the destruction of her teddy bears.

She FIRES COTTON BALLS out from her hands and surrounds Lee.

DEASTRA

Cotton Crush!!!

The Cotton Balls attack Lee. Lee TAPS his staff on the deck

causing WIND to BLOW the cotton balls away from him.

LEE DAR

A little girl like you isn’t part

of a mean group of people like

them. How about joining us for a

change?

DEASTRA

No thank you.

Deastra’s teddy bear leaps into the air and body slams onto

Lee. Suddenly Skinny Guy leaps in front of him and catches

the teddy bear and raises it into the air. He throws the

teddy bear monster into the ocean causing it to SPLASH into

the water.

Deastra sticks out her toung at Skinny Guy in defeat.

Yoon swings his club at Todo, but he dodges the swings and

takes out his wand and FIRES LIGHTNING out from his wand at

Yoon. Yoon dodges the lightning.

YOON STARLIGHT

Clay CLub to Clay Sword!!!

Yoon uses his CLAY MOLDING MAGIC to TRANSFORM his club into

a sword. He swings his clay sword at Todo, but Todo

TRANSFORMS his wand into a sword too and they both to start

to sword fight.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly Todo gets hit by a MAGICAL BLAST from Marriet,

causing him to SKID on the deck and hit against the shiping

container. Marriet sticks out her wand in the air and

points it at Todo with SMOKE coming out from the tip of the

wand.

TODO

You’re tough for a little girl.

MARRIET OHMS

Thanks and check this out.

MArriet raies her wand in the air and points it at a top

shiping container on top of another shiping container.

Marriet uses her magic to make the shipping container FLOAT

into the air. She uses her wand to throw the floating

shipping container at Todo.

Todo dodges it and the shipping container CRASHES into the

other shipping container causing both of them to SPLASH into

the ocean.

Todo TRANSFORMS his sword back into his wand. He FIRES

FLAMES out form his wand at both of them. Marriet SPRAYS

WATER out from his wand at the flames. THey water and flames

hit togeather causing them to TURN into STEAM.

Yoon runs through the steam and throws a punch at Todo

hitting him in the face. Todo then falls onto the deck from

the impact.

Suddenly the ship SHAKES and a GIANT SNAKE BREAKS out

through the deck. Yoon goes into his fighting stances.

YOON STARLIGHT

Sword to Hammer.

Yoon uses his CLAY MOLDING MAGIC to TRANSFORM his sword into

a giant hammer. He leaps into the air and swings the hammer

down onto the giant snake. Maymay swings her Butterknife

sword at the giant snake hitting it and causing it to

DISAPPEAR in SMOKE.

The Questful Quails and the Golden Griffins surrounds Venim

and the others. Robit takes out his giant rench welds it

like a sword.

ROBIT CORE

You better not take over our ship,

or I will have my wrench do the

talking.

(CONTINUED)
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VENIM

We haven’t bent on any of your

ships since we kidnap you guys.

ROBIT CORE

(releaved)

Well that’s good.

NICHAEL SPINE

But we are all taking you down!!!

VENIM

As if, we are the ones who are

going to take you down.

NICHAEL SPINE

As if you are looking at the future

King of the World.

DODGER LONE

No way I am going to be King of the

World.

VENIM

(confused)

Wait a minute both of you guys want

to be the new King of the World

right?

NICHAEL AND DODGER

(together)

THat’s right!!!

VENIM

Well...In that case neither of you

are going to be the future King of

the World!!!

Venim SNAPS his causing GIANT SNAKES to MAGICALLY APPEAR and

Todo, Deastra, Nidmight and Eyeon go into their fighting

stances.

Andrea then takes out some GLOWING MONEY out from her purse

and waves it into the air. Venim and the others get

hypnotized by the glowing money.

ANDREA NOOKS

You guys are going to let us go.

VENIM

(hypnotized)

We are going to let you go.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDREA NOOKS

You are going to think that this

abduction of us as a play and the

grand finally is your ship is going

to explode without us on it.

VENIM

The grand finally is that our ship

is going to explode without you

guys on it.

FADE TO

EXT. THE WATER QUAIL WALKWAY BALCONY EVENING SUNSET LATER

MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Moments later at

sunset the Questful Quails and the Golden Griffins are back

on their ships while they are on each other walkway

balconies looking over in the distance where the Frightful

50’s ship EXPLODES.

The Frightful 50’s ship then SINKS into the ocean.

YOON STARLIGHT

That’s a great idea of your Andrea.

MAYMAY RIDER

Yeah using your magical money to

hyponitzed Venim and his friends

into letting us go.

ANDREA NOOKS

Its times like this magical money

will help you out in a situation

like this.

LEE DAR

How about you Golden Griffins come

on board the Water Quail to have a

celebration dinner?

SIR ZIC MAJOR

That sounds like an excellent idea.

Lee TAPS his staff on the deck causing a bridge to APPEAR

between the Water Quail and the Golden Griffins’ ship. Sir

Zic and the other Golden Griffins walk across the bridge and

onto the Water Quail.

The Golden Griffins and the Questful Quails go into the

dining room of the Water Quail for dinner. Nichael and

Dodger are still on the walkway balcony.

(CONTINUED)
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NICHAEL SPINE

So you want to be King of the world

too? Why is that?

DODGER LONE

Because my mom thinks that I am the

reincarnation of the previous King

of the World.

NICHAEL SPINE

Really?....Is that true?

DODGER LONE

Maybe...But I am going to find out

soon...And why do you want to be

the new King of the World.

NICHAEL SPINE

I don’t know, I feel like it.

Dodger has a surprisingly dim look on his face of whay

Nichael has to say.

DODGER LONE

Really you feel like you want to be

the Future King of the World?

NICHAEL SPINE

Yeah...IT looks vey cool.

DODGER LONE

But if you do you have to

experience 12 things before you

become King of the World. and those

are Friendship, love, lost

maturity, kindness, bravery,

heartbreak, wealth, knowledge,

heroism, sacrifice and travel,

because being crowned.

NICHAEL SPINE

Wow those are a lot of things, at

least we experience friendship.

DODGER LONE

(smiles)

And 1 of us experienced knowledge

and maturity.

NICHAEL SPINE

Hey I am smart, and mature.

Nichael GIGGLES about what Dodger said.

(CONTINUED)
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NICHAEL SPINE

Hey let’s make a bet.

DODGER LONE

And what’s the bet?

NICHAEL SPINE

The first 1 who finds the crown

first, gets to make the other 1 to

become the future King of the

World’s royal advisor.

Dodger smiles on that idea.

DODGER LONE

Sounds good to me.

Nichael and Dodger both fist bump each other to agree on the

bet.

NARRATOR (V.O)

And so our 2 Future Kings of the

World agre to that bet, as the

journey continues.

THE END


